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The Canon EOS Rebel T6i is a very advanced DSLR with a robust set of features:

- 24.2 Megapixel CMOS Sensor for incredible detail and accurate color representation
- DIGIC 6 Image Processor which provides greater light sensitivity and higher resolution images
- Built-in Wi-fi for instant upload
- Built-in NFC for pairing with iOS or Android devices
- The ability to shoot Full HD (1080p) at 24 and 30 fps
- Touch-screen controls
- 19-point auto focus system
- High-speed continuous still image shooting, up to 5 fps

Link to HPULibraries catalog entry: http://hpulibraries.worldcat.org/oclc/960970055

- You cannot put holds on the Canon T6i
- You can check out the Rebel for 24 hours; late fees are $5 per day

Example of dimensions of Canon Rebel
Example of Canon Rebel Quality